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Purpose & Goals

Period & Date Calculations

 Purpose: Introduce the advantages of using 

period/date calculations as an alternative to functions.

 Goal: Bring clarity to the setup and syntax required 

when implementing these calculations.



In version 4, functions are added to the Functions 

tab in the Layout Editor and will always reference 

the period selected in the filters tab. 

Functions in version 4:

What is a function?

Functions are default fields that can be added to the 

Layout Editor which groups by a defined period or set 

of periods. 

Functions in the Cloud:

In the Cloud, functions are set of the filter tab of the 

layout editor and include an additional line with options of 

how to reference a period. 

Period Functions

Period & Date Calculations



Period/Date Calculations can improve the 

performance of a report when replacing 

functions. 

Want to speed up some of those larger reports?

Need to build a report off a range of time not listed in 

the functions?

Calculations allow users to customize the range of 

periods or dates they want to report off of, moving 

beyond the list of default functions in Report Designer. 

Ever have problems with functions not displaying 

properly?

There are certain limitations to using functions, such as 

issues when period header, but using period calculations 

resolves this issue. 

Why Use Calculations?

Period & Date Calculations



Period Calc Syntax

Period & Date Calculations

Period Calculations - Components

{PeriodCalc.GetPeriod(Period).AddYears(-1).WholeYear}

1. Use curly brackets “{<syntax>}” to open and close the statement respectively. 

2. The first syntax will always be “PeriodCalc” (this simply tells the reporting tool that a 
period calculation is going to occur).  

3. A period symbol “.” is used to separate the operations. 

4. “GetPeriod()” syntax is used to get the six digit period code that corresponds to the 
parameter field inside of the parentheses.

5. “AddYears()” syntax adds years to the period that is referenced in the GetPeriod() syntax.

6. “WholeYear” syntax pulls in the entire fiscal year range. 

{PeriodCalc.GetPeriod(Period).AddYears(-1).WholeYear}{PeriodCalc.GetPeriod(Period).AddYears(-1).WholeYear}{PeriodCalc.GetPeriod(Period).AddYears(-1).WholeYear}{PeriodCalc.GetPeriod(Period).AddYears(-1).WholeYear}



Date Calc Syntax

Period & Date Calculations

Date Calculations - Components

‘{Date.AddDays(-7).SqlDate}’

1. Use single quotes (‘) to open and close the statement. 

2. Use curly brackets “{“ and “}” to open and close the statement inside the single quotes. 

3. The first syntax will always be the date parameter field. This simply tells the reporting tool 
to use the date selected in the parameter as the starting date. 

4. A period symbol “.” is used to separate the operations. 

5. “AddDays ()” syntax adds the specified number of days to the date.

6. “SqlDate” syntax converts the date into a valid SQL Date format to be used in the query. 



This filter can be placed on the sheet, column or row, 

and there shouldn’t be anything placed in the 

functions tab.

1. Add a period/date filter

2. Create a period/date parameter

The period/date calculation will be based off of what is 

selected in the parameter.

3. Insert the calculation into the filter lookup

Add the period or date calculation by typing it out or 

copy/paste it into the filter lookup box.

Adding Calculations

Period & Date Calculations



Practice Examples

Period & Date Calculations

• Period Calculation Formulas

A. In the report add a Period Calculation formula for Whole Year:

• Use period calculation from the white paper.

• Create a formula to pull a range that include the whole year.

B. Create two columns based on Quarter to Date:

• First column should be current quarter to date.

• Second column should be previous quarter extending through the 
number of periods in the current quarter (ex. If the report is run for. 
May, this column should include January and February of the same 
year). 

• Date Calculation Formula

A. Create period calculation for Date that brings in the last 14 days.



And now, a          demonstration…



Summary & Next Steps

BUILDING FOR SUCCESS

Whether you’re looking to build a report based on a 

custom range of time or speed up existing reports, 

period/date calculations can help you get there.

Calculations allow you to go beyond the limits of 

functions

Download the period calculations white paper

Visit support.solverglobal.com to download our period 

calculation white for detailed instructions on how to 

use period calculations and prebuilt examples.

Give your current reports an upgrade

Go back and try replacing functions with calculations 

in your current report and see how they can improve 

performance.


